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ISE 2023: Meet the HK Audio Family

HK Audio will be showcasing its latest products for the Concert Sound and Install

Sound sectors at Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) 2023 in Barcelona, as well as a

new, highly flexible speaker series.

At this year’s Integrated Systems Europe (ISE) exhibition at the Fira de Barcelona,

HK Audio will be presenting an overview of its extensive professional product

portfolio for the Install Sound and Concert Sound sectors from 31 January to 3

February 2023. One particular highlight will be the presentation of a highly flexible,

powerful and smart speaker series, which will succeed the popular and successful

LINEAR 5 series. With this opportunity to “Meet the Family”, HK Audio is offering

insights into the company’s philosophy and the importance of developing and

manufacturing its modern, high-quality sound systems in Germany. Visit the HK

Audio family in Hall 7, Booth 7F400, Fira Barcelona, Gran Via.

The SI SERIES (“System Integrator”) boasts technically/standard-relevant features

specially adapted to the requirements of the current installation market. The

combination of dust-tight and jet-water-proof mid/high units and subwoofers (IP 66)

is unique worldwide and delivers uncompromising audio quality even under the

most difficult environmental conditions. All P10 speakers are designed for use in

voice alarm systems and have been certified under EN 54-24:2008 type B.

Installations in sports facilities and outdoor areas can be carried out quickly and

safely thanks to the extensive range of mounting accessories and the certificate of

safety against ball throwing in accordance with DIN 18032-3.
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VORTIS 2 is a series of trapezoidal high-performance speakers for demanding

installation applications and is particularly suitable for applications where high-

quality music and speech reproduction is required in addition to (voice) alarms in

compliance with current standards. The entire model range is certified in

accordance with EN 54-24. VORTIS 2 shines with its high maximum sound pressure

levels, a wide variety of models, a very neutral sound reproduction and adjustable

directional characteristics. All VORTIS 2 models are also optionally available in an

outdoor IP 55 version.

The integrative COSMO Line Array System is a trend-setting solution for professional

sound reinforcement applications, with excellent sound depth, logistics and

economy. High ranges with uniform sound coverage are made possible thanks to

measurably more usable sound pressure in the HF range than comparable systems

and the asymmetrical horizontal dispersion pattern achieved by the combination of

the three COSMO mid/high units, with their 100°, 80° and 60° horizontal dispersion

characteristics. The clever, timesaving rigging concept and minimal space and

personnel requirements increase productivity and efficiency levels enormously.

The LINEAR 9 series is a flexible answer to today’s demands in professional sound

applications and a comprehensive solution that sets new standards when it comes

to maximum sound pressure level, throw and scalability. Equipped with the latest

DSP technology and a DSP Out, making it possible to seamlessly integrate speakers

without DSP into the system, as well as robust cabinet designs, this flexible solution

with smart features is simply ideal for the rough day-to-day life on the road.

www.hkaudio.com
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